Over the past month, we've enjoyed reading your enthusiastic responses to the *Allen v Farrow* docuseries, writing an [Op-Ed](#) about the film's lessons for today's families and courts, delivering testimony to state legislatures, and participating in a global webinar.

YOU CAN HELP extend and deepen the impact of the docuseries by "clapping" for our Op-Ed at the bottom of the editorial. After a certain number of claps, the Medium will push it out more widely.

Our new Policy Manager and leader of the Center's Legislative Clearinghouse, Danielle Pollack, has submitted written and oral testimony on [proposed legislation](#) to make custody courts more protective in several states including

We also participated in the webinar on The Misuse of Parental Alienation in Domestic Violence Cases in Family Court hosted by the Centre for Research and Education on Violence against Women at Western University. For those that may have missed it, the link to that free webinar is here. The NFVLC's Joan Meier is the third presenter, at 43:37.

Finally, we want to pass on an exciting development in the increasingly vital area of housing for survivors. Regional Housing Legal Services and the National Alliance for Safe Housing have created a brand new resource for survivors. VAWAHOME.COM features information about housing rights for survivors of domestic violence, sexual assault, dating violence, and stalking as well as for their advocates.
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